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Abstract: Internet-of-things (IoT) based health monitoring systems have turned out to be an interesting topic to enhance quality of health care services. Moreover, there is no advanced IoT based continuous monitoring of glucose systems in real time and some prevailing techniques have numerous limitations. Here, a continuous and invasive glucose monitoring system for transmitting the condition of individuals simultaneously utilizing IoT is modelled and a general system architectural design for processing back end systems to provide body temperature, real time glucose and contextual data in human readable and graphical forms to the physicians or patients is anticipated. As well, a protocol designs for monitoring the continuous data from IoT devices in order to overcome the short comings of existing methods is provided. The design of an energy efficient routing algorithm is a hot topic in the research of IoT based Data mining. Cluster Heads (CH) form backbone of inter-cluster communication. The selection of reliable and efficient cluster head is another important issue. In most of the clustering process, failure of CH occurs due to energy depletion and if the distance between sink and CH is more, it ultimately leads to failure in transmission. During transmission, nodes may fail that means sudden energy loss or node gets out of coverage. Due to relaying high data traffic, some of nodes quickly exhaust their energy and increase the risk of node failure. As a baseline to node failure, data packet loss also occurs in a CH due to congestion and poor link quality. Hence, one of the most crucial feature in designing a protocol is to minimize energy consumption for betterment of network functioning. Here, a clustering routing protocol based on data mining techniques is applied for sensor nodes in medical field called Adaptive Positioning of Cluster Head based Map reducing (APCH-MR) is proposed. Routing table based code book is generated for privacy concern, in which the process of mapping and reducing the data for dissemination is performed. The simulated outcomes depicts that the total number of packets transmitted in round 500 is 11200, total number of dead nodes during round 500 is 58, and time consumed by nodes at 500 rounds is 0.3751s respectively. The proposed method shows better trade off in contrast to conventional techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is considered as a dynamic network where virtual and physical objects are inter-connected to one another.
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In this investigation, experimentation attempts to analyze feasibility of secure and invasive continuous glucose monitoring systems using IoT based system and data mining approaches. Initially, the work starts with the system framework of IoT based system architecture from sensor devices to back end systems for processing real time body temperature, glucose and contextual data (i.e. environmental temperature) in human readable text forms and graphical forms to end users like doctors and patients. However, an effectual routing protocol termed Adaptive Positioning of Cluster Head based Map reducing (APCH-MR) protocol for continuous monitoring glucose level using IoT and code book model is designed. Data received by cluster head will be disseminated using code book approach in order to reduce the enormous data flow amongst the network and to reduce energy consumption due to huge data transmission. Thereby, higher energy efficiency is achieved, as well, energy consumption of sensor devices and energy harvesting units are measured using this approach. At last, data transmission is made amongst the connected nodes in the network for generating notification to doctors and patients during abnormal circumstances like too high glucose level or too low glucose level. The significant contributions of this paper are given below:

1) To design an effectual Adaptive Positioning of Cluster Head based Map reducing (APCH-MR) protocol for continuous monitoring glucose level using IoT and data mining approaches.

2) Utilization of APCH-MR based code model for reduction of continuous data in order to enhance storage space and reduced energy consumption by sensor nodes.

3) Routing table based code book is generated for privacy concern, in which the process of mapping and reducing the data for dissemination is performed.

4) Performance monitoring of network nodes, in terms of network lifetime, throughput, propagation rate, traffic analysis and so on is anticipated.

The reminder of the work is structured as follows: in section II related works in association with IoT and data mining approaches are discussed. Section III presented the continuous monitoring of glucose level using code book model and IoT based system architecture is discussed in detail. In section IV, simulation and the experimental results based on proposed protocol design and code book model is evaluated and measured. In section V, conclusion and the future dimensions of this investigation is discussed.

II. RELATED WORKS

Many research applications in glucose monitoring are not supported by IoT-based models. Correspondingly, specialists or patients can’t screen glucose level of patient remotely. Murakami et al. present a CGM framework for heart patients in the emergency unit. The framework is worked by disposable subcutaneous glucose sensor, glucose client, and server. The framework gathers glucose information four times each day and stores in an emergency clinic data framework. Specialists can utilize the bedside screen to screen the glucose data.

In [6], Deepi Sisodia et al, gives systematic efforts in planning a framework which results in disease prediction such as diabetes. During this work, three machine learning classification algorithms are considered and assessed on different measures. Investigations are performed on Pima Indians Diabetes Database. Test results decide the sufficiency of designed framework with an accomplished accuracy of 76.30 % utilizing Naive Bayes classification calculation. In future, the designed framework with machine learning classification algorithms can be utilized to anticipate or analyze different diseases.

In [7], Hsin-Yi Tsao et al, anticipated diabetic retinopathy, initially demographical factors, laboratory test results, family diabetes history, and exercise habits from patients. At that point, diverse machine learning algorithms are used to accomplish both accuracy prediction and distinguish novel risk factors. Experimental outcomes show that support vector machines accomplished the best execution with 79.5% and 0.839 in accuracy and AUC, correspondingly. Decision trees and logistic regressions both select utilization of insulin and diabetes duration as the most discriminative features to anticipate diabetic retinopathy. In [8], N. Vijayalakshmi, [2017] made an attempt to utilize data mining as a tool for investigating clinical information records of both diabetic and non-diabetic patients. Data mining is an integral tool which is utilized for extricating huge data from historical data. This data can be utilized for further prediction and decision making. WEKA was utilized for applying different data mining procedures like Statistical analysis, Associative rule mining, and Clustering, Classification and subset assessment. This has been useful in extracting key data with respect to diabetics. Two characterization techniques were utilized on a similar record set to deliver practically comparative outcomes at different dimensions of precision. Among them, J48 pruned tree has been observed to be progressively accurate. Clustering is likewise completed to check yield of previous strategies. From the gained information, an attempt is made to construct decision tree model for diabetic’s prediction. Accuracy of prediction is 81%. In [9], Hoa Hong Nguyen, [2017] sketched out medical problems that conventional human services models are looking in our ageing society, including the increase in chronic diseases and rise in hospital and clinical services costs. To diminish weight on emergency clinic frameworks and medicinal services providers, enhance the nature of consideration and decrease social insurance costs, successful and effective therapeutic frameworks should be created. Remote healthcare monitoring frameworks dependent on IoT technology has huge potential. This paper reviewed about IoT and exhibited IoTTA architecture in detail. In [10], Ioannis Kavakiotis, [2017] deliberate systematic exertion was made to distinguish and review machine learning and data mining approaches connected on DM research. DM is quickly developed as one of greatest global health challenges of 21st century. To date, there is a critical work completed in practically all parts of DM research and particularly biomarker identification and prediction diagnosis.
The coming of biotechnology, with the tremendous measure of data delivered, along with expanding measure of EHRs relied upon exploration to assist top to bottom investigation toward determination, etiopathophysiology and treatment of DM through work of machine learning and data mining systems in advanced datasets that incorporate clinical and biological data. In [11], Paul S. Fisher, [2017] posses a capacity to follow the outcomes after substation is made, or even better, capacity to track proposed changes to decrease the occurrence of false positives. Paul et al. trust that the model considers both past and future accomplishment of most trust in actual predictions. Paul et al. additionally think about different perspectives to broaden our examination, which will incorporate design of IoT-based healthcare frameworks, how to gather information, how to maximize network availability and security. In [12], Yukai Li, [2018] utilized diabetic patient health management follow-up information. Yukai et al. have joined feature selection and imbalanced processing procedures, and few researchers have used health management control satisfaction of patients with diabetes for classification predictions. In this work, Yukai et al. offered evidence that Adaboost calculation can be effectively utilized for health management control satisfaction of patients with diabetes. In [13], Ali et al. [2011] propose a Bluetooth low energy (BLE) implantable glucose monitoring framework. Glucose information gathered from the framework is transmitted through BLE to PDA (advanced mobile phone, or Ipad) which signifies to receive data in text forms for visualization. The framework demonstrates few accomplishments in lessening power utilization of an outer power unit and an implantable unit. In [14], Lucisano et al. [2016] present a glucose monitoring in people with diabetes utilizing long term embedded sensor framework and model. Glucose information is transmitted for every two minutes to outside collectors. The framework demonstrates its capacity of constant long term glucose monitoring. Likewise, the framework demonstrates that embedded sensors can be put inside human body for long period time (for example 180 days) for managing diabetes and different sicknesses. In [15], Menon et al. [2013] propose a non-invasive blood glucose monitoring framework utilizing near infrared (NIR). Glucose level in blood is monitored dependent on variety of received signal intensity attained from NIR sensor. The anticipated glucose information is sent remotely to remote computer for visualization. As of late, some IoT-based applications for glucose monitoring have been constructed. Moreover, those frameworks don't attentively consider energy efficiency of sensor nodes and communication between sensor devices and gateway. In [16], Rasjid et al. [2016] propose blood glucose level monitoring framework dependent on wireless body area network for distinguishing diabetes. The framework is worked by utilizing a glucometer sensor, Arduino Uno, and Zigbee module. Specialist and guardian can access to web page to screen glucose dimensions of patient remotely. Moreover, framework isn't energy effective because of high power utilization of Arduino Uno board and Zigbee module. In [17], Wang et al. [2012] present monitoring framework for types 2 diabetes mellitus. The framework can capable to make decision on the statues of diabetes control and predict future glucose of an individual. Obtained glucose information can be observed remotely by medical staffs by means of wide area systems. In [23], A.FAlsubaei, A Abuhussein., [2017] distinguish three advancements that are probably going to shape future of data mining in IoT as follows.

1. Expanding computational power at edge: As cloud is a fundamental source of computation in most of framework designs, the regularly expanding power of small computational devices, for example, smart phones is set to adjust the dependence on cloud computing and edge computing in anticipated future. Therefore, edge investigation will flourish, and another type of distributed data stream mining algorithms will be produced to serve the assortment of IoT applications.
2. The expansion in communication abilities with 5G advancement: This would empower new framework models that bring both cloud and edge computing cooperating rather consistently. This, thusly, will empower data and models to move at incredibly high speeds among cloud and edge devices.
3. Enhancement in battery technologies: The improvement of enduring batteries of IoT devices along lightweight techniques will results in achieving equilibrium where these days power intense calculation turns out to be significantly more energy efficient procedures. This will thus improve quality of experience in utilizing IoT applications.

In spite of the fact, that these frameworks demonstrate their preferences in continuous glucose monitoring, there are numerous constraints. For instance, a few frameworks don’t consider constant and remote monitoring while different frameworks don’t focus on energy efficiency [18]. The primary motivation of the paper is to give progressed IoT-based framework for real time and remote continuous monitoring glucose, logical information, and body temperature. The difference between this work and the existing work is the design of routing protocol using map reduction-based code book. The proposed method shows better trade off than the existing techniques.

### III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

#### a. Sensor device structure

This section provides a detailed explanation of transmitting data which is attained from the diabetic patient to the remote location using sensors and data mining approaches known as Adaptive Positioning of Cluster Head based Map reducing (APCH-MR) based code book. Various parameters are computed in which transmission rate, data propagation, delays are the significant factors. IoT based sensors general structures are given in figure 1. It comprises of basic components such as microcontrollers, sensors, wireless communication blocks, management components and energy harvesting unit [26]. Initially, microcontrollers play significant tasks such as data transmission and acquisition. Henceforth, it utilizes huge amount of devices’ total power consumption. Diminishing the power consumed by micro-controllers can save huge amount of power consumed by the device [27]. Ultra low power micro-controllers are competent of operating in sleep modes which is an appropriate candidate for target.

With this device, micro-controller attains glucose data from an implantable glucose sensor through wireless inductive link receiver, where it body.
temperature and environmental data through data link wires like UART, SPI or I2C. Generally, SPI is preferable due to its lowest power consumption amongst these interfaces.

Figure 1: General IoT framework

In general, wireless communication block is responsible for broadcasting data from micro-controllers to gateway which is equipped with transceivers [19]. The block comprises of RF transceiver IC for 2.4 GHz ISM band and an embedded antenna. Based on the transmission of 2 Mbps data, radio frequency completely fulfills the need of transmission data rates in CGM system. Transmission data rates can be configured for attaining certain levels of energy efficiency. For instance, instead of utilizing 2Mbps, data rate of 256 kbps can be utilized for saving power when transmitting temperature, glucose and contextual data [20]. As well, radio frequency is competent of both long and short transmission range from few centimeters to hundreds of meters. Based on significant applications, transmission power and transmission range can be configured [21]. For short communication range, radio frequency consumes very lesser energy. In sensor node, power management node and energy harvesting unit described are the two foremost significant components as they have direct impact on energy consumption and operating functionality of sensor node duration [22]. Nodes have to transmit the data to the remote location effectively. In order to transmit the data nodes have to be clustered to eliminate the unwanted data from source to destination. Thus, nodes are placed in a proper location and a cluster head is to be elected for optimal utilization of clusters.

b. Adaptive positioning of optimal cluster head

In this segment, optimal number of cluster estimation is performed in such a way that it has to diminish energy consumption while providing higher degree of connectivity for transmitting the glucose level to doctors [24]. Optimal amount of clustering is based on overall nodes in the network, network area and transmission range. During the process of clustering, there are certain nodes that have not joined in any clusters or groups. Those nodes are termed as slack nodes. This may occur due to elected cluster head (CH) or exposure of employment nodes [25].

Therefore, probabilities of occurrence of those nodes have to be attained initially. For this purpose, mapping of sensor field to non-overlapping cluster circle with the radius ‘r’ and consider an assumption that nodes outside the cluster circle boundary are secondary nodes, whereas the remaining nodes in the cluster are cluster members. Secondary node communicates or transmits data to cluster head with the assistance of cluster member inside the cluster and turns as multi-hop member of cluster head. Square field \( \frac{k^2}{(2r)^2} \) is packed with non-overlapping circle of radius r. Therefore, probability of multi-hop member (MHM) is provided in Equation 1:

\[
MHM = \frac{k^2}{(2r)^2} \cdot \frac{(2r)^2 - \pi r^2}{2r^2} \approx 0.2 \quad [1]
\]

Energy consumption of every node within the cluster member is provided in Equation given below [2] & [3]:

\[
\text{Cluster}_{\text{member}} = S_{dp} (\text{cluster}_{\text{elected}} + \varepsilon_{\text{amplifier}} r^2 (1 + MHMp)) \quad [2]
\]

Where:

\( \text{cluster}_{\text{elected}} \) Specifies energy utilized by electronic circuitry in modulation, coding and spreading signal.

\[
\text{Cluster}_{\text{member}} = S_{dp} (\text{cluster}_{\text{elected}} + \varepsilon_{\text{amplifier}} r^2) \quad [3]
\]

Where:

\( \varepsilon_{\text{amplifier}} r^2 \) represents energy consumed for amplification of signal over short distance r. \( S_{dp} \) represents data packet size. The equation provided above can be modified by measuring the circle area [4]:

Consider that, a sensor field is measured by circle radius R and the sink nodes will be placed in the middle of circle. Based on this assumption, the packets are transmitted from cluster head to sink nodes. As cluster head will not broaden its transmission range, the radius ‘r’ will be similar as that of the member node. This model assists to route packets from cluster head to sink node. In the proposed positioning of cluster head, the cluster distance is partitioned into numerous concentric rings with distance of radius. Hence, energy consumed for relaying packets from outside ring to inside ring is provided below:

\[
\text{Energy}_{\text{inout}} = S_{dp} (2 \cdot \text{cluster}_{\text{elected}} + \varepsilon_{\text{amplifier}} r^2) \quad [4]
\]

The total number of hops needed to transmit packets from cluster head to sink node is computed using the equation given below [5]:

\[
TNH = \frac{R}{r} (1 - P_{\text{hops}}) \quad [5]
\]

Where:

\( P_{\text{hops}} \) specifies probability of distance based on hops to sink. It is computed in accordance to equation of node distribution in cluster ring [6].

\[
P_{\text{hops}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{R/r} R^2 - (ir)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{R/r} R^2} \quad [6]
\]
Packets which are placed far away from the sink nodes are relayed with the assistance of intermediate nodes. Assume $N_s$ as number of neighbours of source nodes $S$. Therefore, amount of energy consumed by neighborhood electrical circuitry during transmission of data packets by source is given as $N_s \times C_{elected}$ as in Equation [7]:

$$N_s = n \frac{m^2}{k^2}$$  \[7\]

Energy utilization while forwarding data from cluster head to sink node is given below [8]:

$$Cluster_{c_{i_{th}}sink} = S_{dp}(N_s C_{elected} + \epsilon_{elected} + 2(\epsilon_{elected} + \epsilon_{amplifier}r^2 + N_s C_{elected})N_{hop}$$  \[8\]

Now, total energy utilized by network is provided in equation below [9]:

$$C_{totalenergy} = ((n + n_x) Cluster_{elected} + E(2cluster_{elected} + \epsilon_{amplifier}r^2 + N_s C_{elected})N_{hop} + n_{amplifier}$$  \[9\]

if $r < R$, the optimal value of $E$ can be found by taking derivative of equation 10 with respect to $E$ and then equalizing to zero:

$$E_{o_{pt}} \approx \frac{n(1 + S_{dp})}{(2\epsilon_{elected} + \epsilon_{amplifier}r^2 + \epsilon_{amplifier}r^2)N_{hop}} \frac{k}{r}$$  \[10\]

Optimization value significantly depends on transmission range of data packets. Henceforth, for longer range transmission $E_{o_{pt}}$ is lesser. Energy utilization for optimal cluster selection is to compute the energy level. Initially yje node is provided with energy which is considered as Energy constrained device and the remaining cluster member nodes’ energy is considered as higher. Therefore, it is called as energy sourced device as in Equation [11].

Consider,

Total amount of nodes $\rightarrow n$;
Total amount of energy sourced nodes $\rightarrow m$;
$\gamma, \gamma_1, \gamma_2 ...$ as extra energies of ‘m’ nodes

$$m < \frac{n}{2} \ or \ m > \frac{n}{2} \ for \ m \leq n$$  \[11\]

Then, the nodes which makes the network heterogeneous can be provided as follows [12] & [13]:

$$m_{r} = 1 - \left| \frac{n-2m}{n} \right|$$  \[12\]

$$if \ \gamma_i \neq \gamma_j; \ where \ i \neq j$$  \[13\]

The value of ‘$\gamma$’ increases by increasing the value of ‘$m$’, therefore, when $\gamma$ is a variable, the fraction is equal to $m/n$.

Consider, $\beta$ as energy factor in which energy sourced nodes have greater nodes than remaining nodes in network. The value can be provided as in Equation given below [14]:

$$\gamma = \frac{1}{n C_{o}} \sum_{i=1}^{m} (C_i - C_o)$$  \[14\]

The simplified form of equation for constant can be given as below. For constant computation, the Equation can be simplified as in Equation [15]:

$$\gamma = \frac{m(c_i - c_o)}{c_o} = \frac{c_i}{c_o} - 1$$  \[15\]

Hence, the heterogeneity attained due to optimal energy consumption or energy gain by the nodes using energy sourced nodes in the network is computed effectively.

c. Design modelling

Main Objective is the transformation of sensitive data and is achieved by quantizing the data. Vector Quantization [23] is performed based on the following steps:

1. Generate codebook from the data to be transmitted.
2. Encode the sensitive data by mapping code book to the nearest node in network.
3. Using routing table, data transmitted to destination will be reconstructed by map reducing the codebook index.

The significant objective of this section is transformation of the data from IoT devices by quantizing the sensitive diabetic data of individuals. Quantization of sensitive data can be performed with certain steps. The construction of codebook is nothing but the functionality of routing table based on the proposed techniques. The construction and reconstruction of node placement and termination has to be described in the code book. Based on this cluster head selection and node establishment and node termination is identified.

Privacy preserving in medical data mining significantly needs two primary steps, thus this work anticipates to reconstruct data back, therefore the reconstructed data should look alike the original data. But it should not reveal the original one. Transformed data set specifies approximating data but not exactly as the original data. Therefore, privacy is preserved.
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Table I: Original Data (Glucose level, Temperature)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glucose level</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Glucose level</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Glucose level</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Glucose level</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>370</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: Routing Index table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III: Code Book generation based on routing index table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indices</th>
<th>Code book</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20 30 590 190 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>800 270 110 340 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>40 110 100 20 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>650 230 700 160 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>880 120 200 180 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>30 220 150 200 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>90 60 90 90 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>70 70 20 30 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>60 170 90 100 390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>170 390 500 190 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>250 500 610 190 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>750 560 430 540 740</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above given table I shows the original data from the patient, and it is given in the matrix format, i.e. 4 *5 matrix. The table contains original data, i.e. 4 column and 5 rows. With original data, codebook will be developed. Codebook is utilized to carry out encoding and decoding, that is, reconstruction process of original data. Consider the first row (70, 100, 70, 90 and 140) which original data of an individual, now quantizer will look into its best approximating row in codebook (routing table) and found that approximating row in codebook (routing table) is present in index 7. Index table specifies original data indices of original data and not the original data values. Subsequently, reconstruction is performed using index table, at last (90, 60, 900, 90, 90) is produced in the place of (70, 100, 70, 90, 140)

Construction of routing table based on codebook is done with vector quantization. This can be applied in any medical datasets. This work significantly concentrates on overall quality of clusters generated after transforming data from dataset and to evaluate the distortion produced in the dataset.

Experimentation is carried out using the following steps:

1) Medical dataset is pre-processed with missing data during transmission process.
2) So, missing value has to be replaced with average value over the entire dataset.
3) Vector quantization is applied to transform the original data.
4) Map reducing is introduced in the generation of codebook. Mapping the index is performed and reducing the data set is performed next.

In order to propose that how the clusters are close to each other in transmitting data, that matches with the cluster in original dataset. Quality of placing the node as cluster member is computed with the distortion of original data.

d. Quantizing original data

In this work, routing table-based codebook is constructed from training data and then reconstructed data is generated by approximating every data point to nearest value. This is due to the fact that original data should not be revealed once transmission is performed; transformed data is only the approximated data and not the original data. Therefore, privacy is preserved.

Figure 2: Internal processing of proposed work

Algorithm 1:

Step 1: Consider training sequences from real world data, i.e., data from diabetic individual from UCI repository data set have been considered. Thus, the experiment is conducted on data from diabetic patients.
Step 2: Generate a codebook based on routing table by considering the data from training sequence.
Step 3: The codebook comprises of code words. Code book data is reduced form of original training sequence.
Step 4: Mapping is performed on both the original data sequence and the code word data sequence. Consider the first row, i.e. (70, 100, 70, 90, and 140) is original data, quantizer looks for best sequence in codebook and found that approximating row possesses an index 7. Routing table indices specifies indices of original data and not direct code book values. This is followed by, reconstruction process with index table, at last (80, 90, 80, 100, 130) is produced instead of (70, 100, 70, 90, 140).

This investigation considers only sensitive attributes (glucose level, body temperature and so on) and replaces the original value with new values with quantization approach. Once transformed data set is produced, data owner establishes the transformed data to data miners for getting the hidden knowledge from data store.

Table IV: Original Data (Glucose level, Temperature)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glucose level</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V: Routing Index table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routing Index</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VI: Code Book generation based on Quantization table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indices</th>
<th>Code book</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20 30 590 190 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>800 270 110 340 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>40 110 100 20 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>650 230 700 160 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>880 120 200 180 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>30 220 150 200 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>90 60 90 90 90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VII: Reconstructed codebook table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reconstructed codebook table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80  90  80  100  130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70  170  100  140  350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 500 650 240 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 550 400 550 730</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**e. Data transformation using K-means clustering**

Grouping of objects of similar kind is termed as clustering. Clustering offers a significant role in numerous data mining like: scientific data exploration, Information retrieval and text mining, Spatial database applications, Web analysis, CRM and marketing, Medical diagnostics, Computational biology and many others.

Figure 3: Clustering nodes
5. Repeat step 3 & 4 till entire objects has been removed. The objective of k-means clustering is to locate objects to closer to nearest cluster with assistance of centroid condition and nearest neighbour search condition.

It is anticipated that grouping of original data and transformed data is significantly to evaluate the performance of proposed technique. The clusters generated will be analyzed and compared. The anticipated methods are flexible; any data mining approach can be utilized over transformed data and can be utilize accurate secure outcomes.

**Algorithm:**

- **Input:** Region of training data → $R$, Training vectors → $T$

1. Develop a new codebook for routing table which is considered as ‘C’, it is considered as the mean or centroid of training dataset.
2. Partition the routing table codebook as $C_n^+$ and $C_n^-$ is computed with $C_n^+ = C(1+\varepsilon)$ and $C_n^- = C(1-\varepsilon)$ in which $\varepsilon = 0.01$ which is minimum distortion between old routing table and new routing table.
3. Partition the received data from the individual diabetic partition into R1 and R2 based on the difference between training data and testing data. The training vectors which is generally closer to $C_n^+$ falls in routing code book R1 and training vectors that are closer to $C_n^-$ falls under region R2.
4. Routing R1 is considered as Training vector 1, i.e. TV1 and the Routing table R2 is called as training vector TV2.
5. Now generate the cluster head for Training vectors TV1 and TV2. Let the new cluster head will be CHR1 and CHR2.
6. Replace older cluster head by new cluster head.
7. Evaluate the data transmission from the cluster head CHR1 and CHR2, and notice the difference between them.
8. Repeat the process until $\frac{D' - D}{D} < \varepsilon$
9. Repeat step 2 to 8 till new codebook for propagating the medical data is attained. Let $N = 2^b$ specifies the code words in code book and $b$ represents number of bits utilized for code book generation, $D$ is difference between training sequence and old code word, $D'$ is difference between training sequence and new code words.

In the process of vector quantization, code book plays a significant role in broadcasting data and accurate results are mined depending on the code book design, as quantization is carried out based on the assistance of code book index. The values attained are exactly the same value as that of the original vale and not the original data from the individual. This is mainly performed to attain privacy of preserving the individual persons’ detail.

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

In this section, simulation of the proposed Adaptive Positioning of Cluster Head based Map reducing (APCH-MR) protocol using codebook generation is performed using MATLAB simulation environment. Once, the cluster head is elected, it starts receiving the data, i.e. individual diabetic data from different gateway, while the access point generates an routing table based indices with code book for maintaining the sensitive information such as glucose level, body temperature and so on. The proposed method is effectual based on privacy concern; meanwhile the data essential for transmission is propagated to the health care person. So as to verify the quality of data broadcasted through clustered nodes,
optimal positioning of nodes to receive the data is essential. Once the data obtained from sensor node to gateway, CHR1 and CHR2 is chosen based on training the data with vector quantization. The data which is quantized is propagated to remote location and were tested under diverse circumstances. In this experimentation, distance between sensor nodes and gateway is within a few meter ranges, in some cases the distance will be less than one meter. The results projects that even after mapping the data into CHR1 and CHR2, the data which is sent and data which is received is similar to one another, i.e. glucose level, environmental temperature, body temperature and so on. Also, there is no loss encountered during the process of transmission. In some scenario, radio signals are blocked, while sensor nodes attempt to transmit the data using higher power. However, average power consumption of those sensor nodes does not changes dramatically owing to long interval of transmission (transmission time exceeds ten mins). Power consumption of sensor components is shown in figure below. From the obtained output, sensor nodes consume lesser power than that of other existing techniques proposed by various investigators. Most of the prevailing energy efficient sensor nodes from continuous glucose monitoring utilize more power than 5mA, while the proposed method consumes lesser power in case of simulation level. Power consumption can be diminished when the prototype is changed for complete structure. For the purpose of testing the functionality of the designed protocol, glucose level includes high, medium and low glucose level along with temperature value which is sent from sensor node to remote location for health care personalities. The outcomes projects that data is represented and categorized accurately. As well, notification services are work more accurately in real time condition during abnormalities detection (i.e. too high glucose level or too low glucose level)

that resolves the crisis of network connectivity management in nodes using code book mapping of routes. considers a cluster of nodes distribution in random -pattern in such a way that base station is located at centre surrounding with huge sensor nodes covering equal area on circle, determined by covering rest of the area on same pattern of deploying nodes on circular area so as to cover entire simulation area. Advantage of placement of node is that maximum area is covered; burden on nodes is diminished by increasing network lifetime.

Figure 6: Number of packet sent to BS Vs number of round

Figure 6 shows the number of packets transmitted to base station and the number of rounds for transmitting the packets. The packet transmission will be higher when the round increases. Network based code booking increases transmission rate devoid of data distortion and decreases number of data transmission, and henceforth energy consumption throughout network. Moreover, based on random type of network topology, certain nodes have to deal with more traffic than others. As an outcome, their energy drains out faster during continuous data transmission, these nodes die and network become disconnected. Although this drawback is resolved by nodes connected network should increase their transmission power to preserve connectivity, this will increase overall energy consumption and decreases network lifetime.

Figure 5: Node placement in network

Figure 5 illustrates the number no nodes active in the network connectivity. Nodes that are not active will be terminated from the network. The node placement will be random as the individual will show random mobility towards the region of connectivity. Node placement is described as an approach to place nodes effectively in simulation region that successfully relates entire network
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Figure 7 shows the number of dead nodes in the network and the number of rounds for transmitting the packets. The dead nodes will be higher when the round increases. Nodes which remain idle for long time will be removed from the network as the energy consumption will be reduced. Uneven data distribution problem and energy consumption creates discontinuities in network by optimizing positions of nodes placed in the network (i.e., distribution of first node on bridge). In this manner, total volume of data distribution is maximized that can be processed and maximize overall lifetime of network. In specific, numerical solutions calculates required number of nodes and their positioning over a network cluster given the length of the nodes connected to the network and required data throughput. The numerical and simulation results depicted that anticipated method can prolong network lifetime while at the same time it eliminates any discontinuities owing to nodes failure.

Figure 8 shows Energy consumed by nodes and the number of rounds for transmitting the packets. When the dead nodes are terminated from network connectivity, power consumption will be reduced. Energy consumption shows fluctuation based on number of iterations. To maximize operational life time of sensor nodes which have limited energy, nodes has to transmit their data at limited power and therefore form multi-hop network. Owing to the transmission power, consider different network connectivity cases: 1-hop, 2-hop and 3-hop connectivity and also assume omni-directional transmissions. In specific, with 1-hop case, every node sets its transmission power level, therefore only first neighbour can decode its corresponding packets.

Table VIII: Tabular representation of packet transmission in subsequent rounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.of packets sent</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>8200</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>11200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9 shows Time consumed by nodes and the number of rounds for transmitting the packets. When the data is reduced using the code book generation with quantization technique, Energy is also reduced, whereas the rounds will be higher for continuous transmission. As nodes located at centre position of connectivity, it will relay more packets than those nodes located towards the edges, if all nodes transmit same power, nodes at centre will drain out of energy and dies rapidly and network will be disconnected. Henceforth, nodes at centre must transmit at lower power as compared to nodes towards edges. All nodes are required to transmit at same data rate; distance between nodes at centre must be smaller as compared to distance of nodes closer to network edges.
Table IX: Tabular representation of number of dead nodes in subsequent rounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of dead nodes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VIII depicts the Number of packets transmitted to the base station verses the number of rounds. The rounds increase by 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 respectively. Number of rounds is directly proportional to number of packets transmitted to base station with original glucose level of patients. The packet size increases by 2200, 6000, 8200, 10000, 11200 respectively. Delay model considers probability that channel is busy whenever node senses that channel is independent of back-off stage. Moreover, probability that transmission which yields busy channel when the channel is sensed for next time is not negligible. Influence of retransmissions on collision probability is neglected. Whenever frame generation rate increases, more collisions are expected which results in less accurate model.

Table IX depicts the Number of dead nodes in the network verses the number of rounds. The rounds increase by 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 respectively. The number of dead nodes in the network may vary based on number of rounds. A fixed number of nodes is distributed uniformly on a finite square area and all of them follow the same traffic model. All packets are proposed to have common sink node and routing tries to reduce hop count. To capture properties of those networks, a model is proposed for probability of simultaneous transmissions which serves as a baseline to calculate collision and busy channel probabilities.

Table X: Sum. of energy Vs number of rounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sum. of energy</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table X depicts the Energy consumed by nodes verses the number of rounds. The rounds increase by 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 respectively. The average energy consumed during each iteration is 0.1411, 0.1649, 0.2682, 0.2547 and 0.3751 correspondingly. Energy consumption determines the total energy consumed by network to carry out transmission, reception and data aggregation. Time consumption comparison is performed among different approaches based on energy consumption in both cluster head sensor nodes and cluster member sensor nodes.

V. CONCLUSION

In this investigation, a continuous monitoring of glucose level using an effectual protocol termed Adaptive Positioning of Cluster Head based Map reducing (APCH-MR) is anticipated. Here, initially cluster heads are elected for data transmission, when the data reaches the cluster head, mapping of data to codebook is performed and reduction of codebook with routing table indices is carried out. This makes the sensitive data to be more privacy concerned as some individuals need their data to be confidential. The data that dissipates from cluster head reaches the remote location with reduced power consumption and reduction of unwanted data that causes congestion. Sensor nodes of system are capable to attain several data (i.e. glucose, body temperature, and environmental data) and transmit data wirelessly to gateway resourcefully in term of energy consumption. Therefore, the total number of packets transmitted in round 500 is 11200, total number of dead nodes during round 500 is 58, and time consumed by nodes at 500 rounds is 0.3751s respectively. The proposed method shows better trade off in contrast to conventional techniques. Finally, Doctors or patients’ smart phone can also act as a gateway for data transmission and can identify the notification. The attained result is more feasible to monitor the glucose level remotely from any time and can also applicable in real time systems which causes energy efficiency as an effectual factor.
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